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1 CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

The synthesis and physical properties of coordination compounds and the area of 

metallo-supramolecular chemistry are of enormous interest to the inorganic chemistry 

community for their potential in many applications. In this context, two topics from the 

field of molecular magnetism have been especially relevant; the spin crossover (SCO) 

phenomenon and single molecular magnet (SMM) behaviour. This introduction will 

concentrate on the area of SCO since most of the compounds in this thesis exhibit this 

behavior. However, a brief introduction about SMMs will also be given. Another 

section will focus on the dinuclear supramolecular helicates and the bis-prazolylpyridine 

ligands, since these are the main subject of the thesis. 

1.1 Introduction to Spin Crossover  

The spin crossover phenomenon refers to the switching of the spin state of a transition 

metal ion in a coordination compound due to an external perturbation like temperature, 

pressure, light irradiation or magnetic field. SCO has been observed in iron(II),
1,2

 

iron(III),
3–7

 cobalt(II)
3,5,7–9

 and to less extent, in cobalt(III), chromium(II), 

manganese(II) and manganese(III).
10–14

 The following discussion will focus on Fe(II) 

systems since it is the subject of this thesis.  

In octahedral environment, the d orbitals of transition metal ions are split into two 

subsets of t2g (dxy, dyz, dzx) and eg (𝑑𝑧2 and 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2) orbitals where the difference in 

energy is the ligand field splitting Figure 1.1The magnitude of relative to the 

spin pairing energy P of the electrons decides between the two possible spin 

configurations for d
4
-d

7
 transition metal ions. When P, the ion will exhibit low spin 

(LS) state, where the electrons fill first the low-lying orbitals (t2g). For P, the ion 

will have the same multiplicity as the free ion following Hund’s rule and thus will 

exhibit high spin (HS) configuration (Figure 1.1). When the difference between and P 

is very small, a transition between LS and HS may occur as a result of external 

perturbations.  

In the case of iron (II), there are 6 electrons in the d orbitals. In an octahedral 

coordination sphere and in the presence of weak ligand field, the d orbitals will split 

giving a HS 
5
T2g ground state, as indicated by Tanabe-Sugano diagram (Figure 1.1).  
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This results into a paramagnetic system with S = 2. Increasing the ligand field strength 

above the critical value will favor the LS 
1
Ag ground state with no unpaired electrons (S 

= 0). When for a given system is close to the critical value observed in the Tanabe-

Sugano diagram (Figure 1.1), a possible transition between 
5
T2g and 

1
Ag can occur, thus 

leading to a SCO behavior. The ligand field strength is determined by the Fe-L distance, 

in addition to the nature of the donor ligand. The potential energy diagram for the HS 

and LS states along the totally symmetric stretch vibration is shown in Figure 1.2. The 

5
T2g (HS) potential well is shifted toward a greater (Fe-L) distance due to the presence of 

two electrons in antibonding eg orbitals. In the case of 
1
Ag, all the electrons are in the 

non-bonding t2g orbitals. The rLS Fe-N distances fall in the range 1.95-2.0 Å whereas the 

rHS distances are around 0.2 Å longer (i.e. rHL = rHS-rLS ≈ 0.2 Å).
16

 The vertical shift of 

the potential wells depends on the nature of the ligand. When the difference of the zero-

point energies for the LS and HS states 𝐸𝐻𝐿
0 = 𝐸𝐻𝑆

0 − 𝐸𝐿𝑆
0 falls in the range of the 

accessible energy (KBT), thermal population of the HS states may occur at high 

 

Figure 1.1: Simplified Tanabe-Sugano diagram and the electronic configurations of the two 

possible spin states of a d
6
 metal ion in octahedral environment. Adapted from reference 15. 
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temperatures. The transition occurs since the entropy of the HS state is larger due to its 

higher density of vibrational states. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: The potential wells for the HS and LS states along the symmetric metal-ligand 

stretch vibration (Fe-L) where L is the donor atom. Adapted from reference 17. 

The spin transition LSHS is usually accompanied by changes in spectral, magnetic 

and structural properties. This allows monitoring the SCO by several measurements 

such as crystal structure determination, temperature dependence magnetic susceptibility, 

Mossbauer and vibrational spectroscopy or heat capacity. The thermal spin transition 

can be represented using HS (which indicates the mole fraction of Fe(II) centers 

exhibiting HS state) as a function of temperature. The resulting curves can present 

different shapes depending on the cooperativity, completeness or the presence of step-

wise spin transitions (Figure 1.3). The degree of cooperativity arises from the 

intermolecular interactions, which mediate the propagation of the structural and 

electronic changes resulting from the SCO throughout the solid. When these 

interactions are weak, a gradual transition is observed, occurring over a wide range of 

temperatures (Figure 1.3a). The limiting case of this behavior is the spin transition in 

solution, where the Boltzmann distribution of the molecular states is dominating.
18

 

Sometimes the spin transition does not occur for all metal centers of the system, 

yielding incomplete SCO where a mixture of HS and LS states is present (Figure 1.3b). 

An abrupt transition (Figure 1.3c) may occur over a narrow temperature range, which 

results from high cooperativity between the SCO centers in the solid state. This arises 
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from the presence of strong intermolecular interaction such as hydrogen bonding and 

interactions or from having the metals sites connected via bridging ligands as in 

coordination polymers. In strongly cooperative systems, a hysteresis may result. The 

hysteresis arises principally from crystallographic phase transitions associated with the 

spin transition or from intramolecular structural changes effectively propagated between 

the SCO molecules.
1
 The two step transition (Figure 1.3d) often arise from binuclear 

systems
19

 or when two independent lattice sites,
20

 in mononuclear systems are present. 

In this situation, one center exhibits the spin transition before the other yielding an 

intermediate state (HS-LS). However, it must be noted that two-step transitions have 

been observed also in systems where there is only one lattice site.
21

 

The change in the distribution of electrons within the d orbitals through the spin 

transition produces changes in magnetic, structural, optical and vibrational properties of 

these systems. Of the various methods may be used for monitoring the thermal SCO, in 

this work we will focus on magnetic susceptibility measurements, crystal structure 

determination and heat capacity measurements. 

 

Figure 1.3: The main types of spin transition curves represented as high spin mole fraction (HS) 

vs. temperature (T). a) gradual, b) incomplete, c) abrupt, d) two-step and e) abrupt with 

hysteresis. Taken from reference 1. 
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Variable temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements 

The main technique used to monitor the spin transition is measuring the magnetic 

susceptibility as a function of temperature. The different number of unpaired electrons 

in HS and LS states which for Fe(II) is four and zero, respectively, yield drastic changes 

to the magnetic susceptibility . These measurements are usually conducted using 

SQUID magnetometers due to their high sensitivity and accuracy.
22

 At a given 

temperature, the product is determined by the contribution of the HS and LS 

according to the mole fraction of each (HSHS + LSLS). The SCO curves are now 

widely expressed in the vs. T form due to practical reasons. However, HS(T) vs. T 

curves are another way to represent the SCO changes when the pure magnetic 

susceptibility is known for the pure HS and LS states. In solution, Evan’s method
23

 

is used to determine the magnetic susceptibility, which consists on measuring the shift 

of a diamagnetic reference signal with or without the presence of the paramagnetic 

solute. 

Crystal structure determinations 

The spin transition is accompanied by structural changes that can be detected by single 

crystal X-ray structural studies. Variable temperature crystal structure determinations 

can provide a deep understanding of the SCO process and the precise effect of the 

molecular interactions and of the other existing species of the lattice on the spin 

transition process. For Iron (II), the Fe-Donor distance in the HS state (around 2.18 Å) 

is ca. 10% larger than that in LS state (around 1.96 Å) as a result of the different 

electronic distributions, more significantly, the number of electrons on eg antibonding 

orbitals.
24,25

 This change may also produce an increase of cell volume (3-4%) and the 

cell paramters.
1,26

  

The spin transition from LS to HS states produce usually a deformation in the FeN6 

octahedral coordinated geometry that can be gauged by the N-Fe-N angles. The 

distortion parameters (and are used in SCO compounds to indicate the deviation 

of a metal ion coordination environment from an ideal octahedral symmetry. The  

parameter can be calculated from the formula ∑ |90 − 𝑎𝑖|
12
𝑖=1 , where 𝑎𝑖 are the twelve 

cis-N–Fe–N angles about the iron center
24,25

 (Figure 1.4). A perfect octahedral complex 

gives  The parameter is more specific and indicates the distortion from an 
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octahedral towards a trigonal prismatic structure (perfect octahedral). The 

calculation ofcan be done using the formula ∑ |60 − 𝜃𝑖|24
𝑖=1 , where 𝜃𝑖 are the 24 

unique N-Fe-N angles measured on the projection of two triangular faces of the 

octahedron along their pseudo-threefold axis (Figure 1.5, right).
25,27

 High spin state 

complexes of a metal ion usually adopt a less regular (ideal) octahedral coordination 

geometry than their low spin counterparts
25

 and therefore they exhibit higher and 

values.

Continuous symmetry measures may be also used to quantify the deviation of the 

coordination geometry from ideal polihedra. They have been used for example to 

correlate the change in symmetry and shape of the metal coordination sphere formed by 

three bidentate ligands on complexes with SCO behaviour.
28

 These measures indicate 

the effect on the trigonal twist angle whichis related to the normalized bite (defined 

as b=d/r, where d and r is the donor···donor and the average donor-metal distances, 

respectively) by the following equation bFigure 1.5The spin transition 

from LSHS yield a significant increase in the donor-metal distance without affecting 

the donor···donor distance. This results a smaller normalized bite and thus a smaller 

trigonal twist angle which yields a deformation of the octahedral towards trigonal 

prism.
28

 The continuous symmetry measures of FeN6 core can be calculated relative to 

octahedron S(Oh) or trigonal prism S(itp) geometry.
29–31

 The closer to zero is the value 

for a given ideal symmetry the more ideal is the symmetry of the FeN6 core (S(Oh) = 0 

ideal octahedron, S(itp) = 0 ideal trigonal prism). The HS state exhibits a lager S(Oh) 

and smaller S(itp) values compared to the LS state, as a result of the associated 

deformation of the octahedral to trigonal prism. 

 

Figure 1.4: Definition of the angle 𝒂𝒊 used to calculate the distortion parameter Adapted 

from reference 25. 
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Heat capacity measurements 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can give important information about 

thermodynamic quantities (entropy and enthalpy) associated to the SCO process, 

through the measurement of the heat capacity as a function of temperature.
32

 Thermal 

SCO is an entropy-driven process, where usually the entropy difference S between HS 

(
5
T2g) and LS (

1
A1g) states exceeds the value expected from a purely electronic 

transition, S = R ln5 = 13.38 JK
-1

mol
-1

 in the case of Fe(II), as a result of the changes 

in the intramolecular vibrations.
1,33

 The excess heat capacity Cp associated with the 

SCO can be considered as consequence of the phase transition, involving a change in 

the Gibbs energy of both states. The integration of Cp with respect to T and lnT gives 

the changes in enthalpy H and entropy S due to the SCO, respectively.
34

 The spin 

transition temperature can be also deduced from these measurements as the maximum 

of the peak observed in Cp vs. T curve.  

To investigate the cooperativity of the SCO, Sorai’s domain model
32

 is commonly used 

to determine the domain size n (number of complexes with spin state conversion in each 

domain) associated to the SCO process.
35–39

 Here, the crystal lattice is considered as a 

collection of noninteracting domains with uniform size containing n complexes. As the 

number n decreases, the heat capacity peak of the SCO process becomes broader and 

the cooperativity of the transition decreases.
33

 Equation 1 can be used to determine the 

value of n by fitting the thermal dependence of Cp.
40

 

∆𝐶𝑝 =  
𝑛(∆𝐻)2

𝑅𝑇2

exp [
𝑛∆𝐻

𝑅
(

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇1
2

)]

(1+exp [
𝑛∆𝐻

𝑅
(

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇1
2

)])2
      Eq. 1 

 

Figure 1.5: Definition of the r and d distances and the trigonal twist angle used in continuous 

symmetry measures. iused also to calculate See text for detailsAdapted from reference 28. 
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1.2 Light-Induced Excited Spin State Trapping (LIESST) Effect 

The Light-Induced Excited Spin State Trapping (LIESST) phenomenon refers to the 

possibility to convert the stable LS state at low temperatures into a meta-stable HS state 

using light irradiation (usually green light). This phenomenon was first observed for 

Fe(II) SCO compounds in solution and solid state by McGarvey et al.
42

 and Decurtins et 

al.
43,44

, respectively. Later on, the reverse-LIESST effect could be achieved using red 

light irradiation to switch the system back the LS state from the meta-stable HS state.
45

   

The mechanism of the LIESST and reverse-LIESST effects is illustrated in Figure 1.6. 

Irradiation the sample in the LS state at low temperature induces the transition to the 
1
T1 

excited state. This short life-time excited state decays rapidly to the 
3
T1 state which then 

decays into 
5
T2 meta-stable state via intersystem crossing. The system remains trapped 

in this metastable state if the temperature is sufficiently low due to the energy barrier 

between the HS and the LS states and to the large difference in metal-ligand bond 

lengths.
41,46

 Several techniques may be used to detect the LIESST effect such as 

infrared, Raman, Mossbauer and optical reflectivity spectroscopies. However, SQUID 

 

Figure 1.6: The electronic structure of Fe(II) SCO complexes illustrating the mechanism of 

excitation and relaxation in of LIESST and reverse-LIESST mechanisms. Adapted from 

reference 41. 
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magnetometer coupled with an optical source is nowadays widely used for such 

experiments.
47

 The LIESST effect may be characterized by the efficiency of the 

conversion from the LS state to the meta-stable HS state and by the TLIESST temperature. 

The latter is defined as the high temperature limit below which the metal-stable HS state 

persesting
47

 and can be obtained from the minimum of the 𝜕𝜒𝑀𝑇 𝜕𝑇⁄  vs. T curve. 

The relaxation kinetics of the meta-stable HS state at low temperature may be 

interpreted with a nonadiabatic multi-phonon relaxation model.
41

 The low temperature 

quantum tunneling rate kHL
0
(T0) of the meta-stable state is governed by the energy 

gap (EHL) between the lowest vibrational levels of the HS and LS states. As EHL 

increases the lifetime of the meta-stable state decreases, which now known as the 

inverse energy gap law. EHL increases with increasing ligand field strength which will 

result into a higher T1/2 value. This indicates an inversely proportional relationship 

between the lifetime of the LIESST meta-stable state and T1/2. Moreover, an empirical 

relationship between the TLIESST temperature and the thermal T1/2 temperature was 

deduced from the investigation a large series of Fe(II) SCO compounds (TLIESST= T0 + 

0.3T1/2)
47

 where T0 depends on the denticity of the ligand. It was observed that the 

higher the temperature at which the thermal spin transition occurs the lower the TLIESST 

is, in agreement with the inverse energy gap law.   

1.3 SCO in Dinuclear Fe(II) Complexes 

Although the majority of Fe(II) SCO complexes are mononuclear or coordination 

polymer species, there is an increasing interest in discrete polynuclear complexes, of 

which, dinuclear complexes are the simplest possible framework. Such complexes can 

provide more combinations of molecular magnetic states (HS-HS, HS-LS and LS-LS, in 

the case of dinuclear complexes) which can be useful for potential applications in 

molecular electronics. Moreover, polynuclear complexes give the possibility of 

combing magnetic properties such as SCO and magnetic coupling interactions
19

. The 

advantage of discrete polynuclear complexes over polymerics is the ease of 

crystallization and thus the possibility to establish correlation between structural aspects 

and the SCO behavior. Designing suitable ligands is the key of the design of useful 

discrete SCO complexes. The discussion here will focus on the SCO of dinuclear Fe(II) 

complexes using the designed ligand approach, since it is the subject of this thesis. 

However, some examples of dinuclear systems using commercial bridging ligands will 
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be given in the beginning. At a given temperature, a dinuclear complex can exist in HS-

HS, HS-LS or LS-LS states. However, the SCO from fully HS to fully LS can occur via 

one or two-step transitions (i.e [HS-HS][LS-LS] or [HS-HS][HS-LS][LS-LS]). 

For the two-step spin transition, the enthalpy of the [HS-LS] state must be lower than 

the average enthalpy of [HS-HS] and [LS-LS] states.
48

  

The first reported SCO dinuclear complexes contain the bridging 2.2`-bipyrimidine 

(bpym) ligand (Figure 1.8), and these have been extensively reviewed before.
49,50

 For 

example, a series of compounds {[Fe(L)(NCX)2]2(bpym)}, where L is 2.2`-bipyrimidine 

(bpym) or 2,2`-bithiazoline (bt) (Figure 1.8) and X is S or Se, were synthesized and 

their thermal SCO behavior was studied at different pressures.
50

 Depending on the type 

of the end ligands, no SCO, half SCO or two-step SCO transitions were observed 

(Figure 1.7). The (bpym, NCS
-
) complex does not show spin crossover (only 

antiferromangetic coupling at low temperatures), in contrast to (bpym, NCSe
-
) complex, 

where 50% of the Fe(II) centers undergo SCO. More interestingly, the (bt, NCS
-
) and 

(bt, NCSe
-
) complexes exhibit two-step SCO with plateaus that correspond to ca. 50 % 

 

Figure 1.7: Thermal dependence of  for the dinuclear complexes {[Fe(L)(NCX)2]2(bpym)]} 

(L=bpym and X=S(bpym, S) or Se (bpym, Se) and L=bt and X=S (bt, S) or Se (bt, Se)). See 

Figure 1.8 for ligands structures. Taken from reference 49. 
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of spin conversion. It was unambiguously shown by mean of Mossbauer spectroscopy 

in an applied magnetic field that the transition from full HS to full LS states occurs via 

an intermediate state ([HS-HS][HS-LS][LS-LS]).
51

 The shift to higher 

temperatures of the T1/2 when NCS
-
 is replaced by NCSe

-
 is due to the increase in the 

ligand field around the Fe(II) centers. The SCO of these complexes could be tuned by 

applying different pressures, which affects also the [HS-LS] intermediate state as a 

result of the change in the intermolecular interactions that stabilize such state.
50,52

 

Other commercial bridging ligands used to prepare dinuclear Fe(II) complexes with the 

help of blocking terminal ligands to complete octahedral coordination are presented in 

Figure 1.8. These complexes have been recently reviewed by Olguin and Brooker.
19

 

These authors called these complexes as supramolecular where the dinuclear complex 

arises from ditopic bridging ligand combined with blocking/terminal ligands. Some of 

these complexes will be mentioned here briefly. The complex 

[Fe2(phdia)2(phdia)(NCS)4] (Figure 1.8) exhibits incomplete 2-step SCO from 

mostly-[HS-HS][HS-LS][LS-LS] states where the Mossbauer spectroscopy 

revealed the presence of the localized [HS-LS] state.
53

 The complexes 

[Fe2(tpa)2(H2bptz)](ClO4)4 and [Fe2(phen)2(bpym)(NCS)4] (Figure 1.8) showed 

abrupt half-SCO from [HS-HS] to [HS-LS] states centered at 134 and 170 K 

respectively.
54

 Another complex where only 50% of the Fe(II) centers undergo SCO is 

[Fe2(3-bpp)2(4,4`bpy)(SCN)4].MeOH
55

 (Figure 1.8). Two-step SCO (T1/2(1) = 218, 

T1/2(2) = 191 K) was observed in complex [Fe2(dpia)2(4,4`bpy)(NCS)4] (Figure 1.8), 

with an inflection point at 204 K. Although the crystal structure at the inflection point 

revealed a delocalized [HS-LS] state, the zero-field Mossbauer spectroscopy indicated 

the occurrence of such intermediate state.
56

 One-step transition [HS-HS][LS-LS] was 

observed on the complex [Fe2(Hsaltrz)5(NCS)4]·4MeOH (Figure 1.8) centered at 150 K 

which was proofed by variable temperature crystal structure measurements.
57

  

Another approach for preparing dinuclear SCO Fe(II) complexes consists on the 

designing of ligands with two isolated binding pockets, which was also reviewed by 

Olguin and Brooker.
19

 Only the systems with no interaction between the two well 

separated Fe(II) metal ions will be discussed here, focusing on the dinuclear helicates 

since it’s the subject of this thesis.  
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Figure 1.8: Bridging and blocking-terminal ligands used to prepare dinuclear SCO Fe(II) 

compounds. 

Complexes [Fe2(ddpp)2(NCS)4]·nCH2Cl2 (n = 0, 1 or 4) (Figure 1.9) with different 

solvates were prepared and they showed different SCO behavior.
58

 The tetra-CH2Cl2 

solvate undergos a gradual two-step transition (T1/2(1) = 180, T1/2(2) = 80 K), and it is 

the first example with all the states [HS-HS], [HS-LS] and [LS-LS] structurally 

characterized. The two iron centers are crystallographically independent at all 

temperatures. The mono-CH2CL2 solvate undergoes a gradual one-step SCO centered at 

200 K. The desolvated complex does not show any SCO and remains at the [HS-HS] 

state at all temperatures. The same complexes with CHCl3 as solvate 

[Fe2(ddpp)2(NCS)4]·nCHCl3(n = 0, 1, 3 or 4) have been also studied. The tetra- and tris-

CHCl3 solvates show one-step SCO centered at 148 and 200 K, respectively. Crystal 

structure measurements revealed only one crystallographically unique Fe(II) center for 
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tetra-solvate complex at all temperatures in contrast to other solvate complexes. The 

mono-solvate complex shows only incomplete SCO whereas the desolvated complex 

remains at the [HS-HS] state without any SCO.  

Three dinuclear helicate complexes, [Fe2(L
Im

)3]X4·2H2O (where L
Im

 is a ditopic Schiff 

base ligand, Figure 1.9, and X = PF6
-
, BF4

-
 or ClO4

-
), were prepared by Tuna et al

59
. The 

structure consists of three ligands wrapping around two Fe(II) centers making a triple-

stranded helicate (Figure 1.10). The complexes exhibit extensive hydrogen bonding of 

the external imidazole hydrogen atom with solvents and anion molecules. The PF6
-
 and 

BF4
-
 complexes exhibit incomplete gradual SCO from [HS-HS] to [LS-LS]. The authors 

expected that ClO4
-
 complex undergos a half-SCO as indicated by the plateau at low 

temperatures ( cm
3
Kmol

-1
). However, The latter complex was studied again 

by Garcia et al.
60

 using applied magnetic field Mossbauer spectroscopy which showed 

that half of the iron centers exhibit two-step SCO from [HS-HS] to [LS-LS] states 

(T1/2(1) = 240, T1/2(2) = 120 K) while the other half remains in the [HS-HS] state over 

all the temperatures. This indicates that that the two-step transition occurs via the [HS-

LS] intermediate state. The nature of the counterions affects dramatically the SCO 

behavior of the cationic helicates which not unprecedented for such systems. 

 

Figure 1.9: Designed ligands used to prepare dinuclear Fe(II) complexes.  
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Recently, similar Schiff bases were used to prepare triple-stranded mesocates
61

, namely 

Fe2(L
imph

)3(BF4)4 and Fe(L
py

)3(BF4)4 (Figure 1.9). The imidazole ligand stabilizes the 

[HS-HS] over all the temperatures, which is explained by the mechanical strain that 

locks the Fe-N distance in the HS states. The pyridine ligand exhibits [LS-LS] state up 

to 300 K where gradual SCO starts and only 20 % of metal centers have switched to 

[HS-HS] states at 400 K.  

 

Figure 1.10: Molecular representation of the triple-stranded helicate [Fe2(L
Im

)3]
4+

. Thermal 

dependence of  for the dinuclear helicate [Fe2(L
Im

)3]X4·2H2O (X = PF6
-
 (circles), BF4

-
 (filled 

squares) and ClO4
-
 (open squares). SQUID measurements are taken from Reference 59. 

Pelleteret et al
62

 reported triple-stranded helicate [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3](ClO4)4.2MeCN where 

L
MeIm

 is also a bis-bidentate Schiff base ligand (Figures 1.9 and 1.11). The complex 

exhibits one-step SCO from [HS-HS] to [LS-LS] states upon cooling whereas upon 

heating very close two-step SCO processes are observed (T1/2(1) = 147, T1/2(2) = 166 

K). The water solvate analogue [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3](ClO4)4.xH2O exhibits different magnetic 

properties as a result of the different intermolecular interactions.
63

 The complex 

undergoes only half-SCO from the [HS-HS] to the [HS-LS] states, where the T1/2 (in the 

range 210-265 K) is sensitive to the degree of hydration (x= 1-4) (Figure 1.11).   

A series of triple stranded helicates, [Fe2(L
R
)3](X)4 (R=H or Me, Figure 1.9, X= ClO4

-
 

or BF4
-
), was prepared by Sunatsuki et al.

64
 The stronger ligand field provided by 

adding methyl group in the position 2 of the imidazole ring (Figure 1.9) caused to [LS-

LS] state over all the studied temperatures. In contrast, the helicates with R
1
 = H exhibit 

half-SCO from [HS-HS] to [HS-LS] centered at 240 K in the case of ClO4
-
 complex, 

which was shown also on crystal structure and by Mossbauer spectroscopy. The BF4
-
 

analogue was obtained as needle and block shaped polymorphs. The needles exhibit 

similar SCO to the ClO4
-
 complex centered at 254 K. In contrast, the polymorph 
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obtained as blocks undergoes a more abrupt half-SCO with hysteresis (T1/2(↑) = 190 and 

T1/2(↓) = 183 K) from [HS-HS] to [HS-LS] states. Interestingly, adding two methyl 

groups in the 2 and 5 positions of the imidazole rings does not stabilize the [LS-LS] 

state as expected with increasing the ligand field. Two polymorphs of 

[Fe2(L
2Et5Me

)3](ClO4)4 were obtained (Figure 1.9) as plate and block crystals. The plates 

exhibit SCO from [HS-HS] to [LS-LS] states while the blocks remain in the [HS-HS] 

state.
65

 

 

Figure 1.11:Top) Molecualr representation of the triple stranded helicate [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3]
4+

. 

Bottom) Thermal dependence of  for the dinuclear helicate [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3](ClO4)4·2MeCN 

(left) and [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3](ClO4)4·xH2O (right). Taken from references 62 and 63. 

In all these examples, trapping of the dinuclear complexes in the [HS-LS] state is quite 

common place perhaps due to the highly constrained ligands and the high number of 

intermolecular interactions, which eventually stabilize such state and do not allow the 

transition to the [LS-LS] state.  
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1.4 LIESST Effect in Dinuclear Fe(II) Complexes 

The first example of the LIESST effect on a dinuclear Fe(II) complex was observed on 

the compound {[Fe(bt)(NCS)2]2bpym} by Letard et al.
68

 (Figures 1.12 and 1.8). The 

behavior after irradiation in this system is different than observed in mononuclear 

complexes. Upon irradiating the [LS-LS] ground state using red light, the value 

increased to 1.6 cm
3
Kmol

-1
. Upon cooling, this value was decreased to around 0.8 

cm
3
Kmol

-1
. Upon heating in the dark, the  value increased significantly to reach a 

value around 4.6 cm
3
Kmol

-1
. This behavior was explained by a synergy between the 

intramolecular antiferromagnetic interactions of the Fe(II) centers in the [HS-HS] state 

and the LIESST effect. The maximum value at 44 K indicate the recovery of the 

[HS-HS] state by irradiation while the reduction in value at low temperatures is 

due to the antiferromagnetic interaction. These results were confirmed by Mossbauer 

and vibrational spectroscopy.
69

 Heating over 45 K yielded a sharp thermal relaxation to 

the [LS-LS] ground state. 

Moreover, selective photo-switching starting from the [LS-LS] state to either a 

metastable [HS-LS] state or to the [HS-HS] state was observed for 

 

Figure 1.12: Thermal dependence of for {[Fe(bt)(NCS)2]2bpym} in the cooling mode and 

LIESST effect experiment by irradiation with 1342 nm light (closed symbols) and red light 

(open symbols). Taken from ref 67. 
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{[Fe(bt)(NCS)2]2bpym}
67

 (Figures 1.12 and 1.8). Trapping of the [HS-HS] state by 

irradiation with red light has been discussed above. However, since two-step SCO was 

observed for this compound, irradiation with infrared (1343 nm) light could trap the 

[HS-LS] state. The value increased to 1.5 cm
3
Kmol

-1 
upon irradiation, and with 

heating in the dark the value increased slightly further to reach 1.8 cm
3
Kmol

-1
. 

This small increase corresponds to the zero field splitting effect for the high spin centers 

present in the mixed spin state. The presence of the meta stable [HS-LS] state was also 

confirmed by Raman scattering and x-ray diffraction.
69

  

Another interesting example that illustrate this synergy between the intramolecular 

interactions and LIESST effect is the compound {[Fe(bpym)(NCSe)2]2bpym} (Figures 

1.13 and 1.8), which undergoes half-SCO from the [HS-HS] to the [HS-LS] states.
70

 

Irradiating this compound with red light at 10 K shows a decrease in the  value 

from 2.6 cm
3
Kmol

-1
to 1.55 cm

3
Kmol

-1
. This decrease was observed below 18 K in 

contrast to the behavior above the same temperature where the increase under light 

irradiation. This complicated behavior was explained by the presence of intramolecular 

antiferromagnetic interactions at low temperature between both HS iron centers. 

Interestingly, below 40 K, the vs. T curve of the photo-induced species is identical 

 

Figure 1.13: Thermal dependency of the for (♦) {[Fe(bpym)(NCS)2]2bpym} and (○) 

{[Fe(bpym)(NCSe)2]2bpym} without irradiation and (◊) LIESST effect  measurements of the 

latter. Taken from reference 70. 
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to that of {[Fe(bpym)(NCS)2]2bpym}, which does not exhibit SCO and remains at the 

[HS-HS] state and only exhibits intramolecular antiferromagnetic interaction. This 

indicates that LIESST effect on {[Fe(bt)(NCSe)2]2bpym} yields a metastable [HS-HS]. 

Heating over 44 K results in the relaxation of the [HS-HS] state to the [HS-LS] ground 

state.  

For dinuclear Fe(II) complexes with well separated metal centers, no intramolecular 

interaction is expected. Here, the LIESST effect can produce [HS-HS] or [LS-HS] 

metastable states starting from the [LS-LS] ground state. For the compounds where the 

[HS-LS] one is the ground state at low temperatures, irradiation with light will produce 

the [HS-HS] state.  

Only one example of the LIESST effect on a dinuclear helicate has been reported in the 

literature. Indeed, irradiation of the dinuclear helicate [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3](ClO4)4·2MeCN 

resulted in an increase of the value from 0.35 cm
3
Kmol

-1 
to 6 cm

3
Kmol

-1 
(Figure 

1.14). This corresponds to a metastable [HS-HS] state. The thermal relaxation to the 

[LS-LS] ground state occurs through a complicated sequence of regimes as shown in 

Figure 1.14. The authors explained this behavior invoking two different relaxation 

mechanisms associated with the two Fe(II) sites of the dinuclear helicate. They expect 

that one HS Fe(II) center relax faster than the second one generating a [HS-LS] 

metastable state. The authors think that the increase in in step 4Figure 1.14is a 

 

Figure 1.14:vs. T plot for [Fe2(L
MeIm

)3](ClO4)4·2MeCN after (blue) and before (black) 

irradiation with white light. Inset: vs. time plot of the same compound under irradiation 

with white light or 650 nm at 10 K. Taken from reference 62. 
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signature of some non-thermodynamic metastable dinuclear [LS-HS] species that 

isothermally converted to [HS-HS] state, which relaxes again at higher temperatures 

unveiling a third relaxation process. 

1.5 Guest⊂Host Induced SCO 

Porous coordination polymers (PCPs) are amongst the most studied host-guest SCO 

categories.
72–83

 The chemical response of such frameworks are of the root of drastic 

physico-chemical changes, like the spin state of the Fe(II) centers. A good example of 

these SCO-PCPs are the Hofmann-type three-dimensional (3D) coordination polymers 

{Fe(pz)[M(CN)4]} (pz = pyrazine, M=Ni(II), Pd(II), Pt(II))
84

 which show cooperative 

thermal and light induced spin transition in the region of room temperature. The guest-

free {Fe(pz)[Pt(CN)4]} displays a first order SCO with an approximately 25 K wide 

hysteresis (T1/2(↑) = 309 K, T1/2(↓) = 285 K, Figure 1.15).
71

 This guest-free framework 

adsorbs various guest molecules from the gas phase or from solution and forms their 

 

Figure 1.15: Top) The basic cavity structure of CS2⊂{Fe(pz)[Pt(CN)4]} (left) 

Benzene⊂{Fe(pz)[Pt(CN)4]} (right) showing the host-guest interactions. Bottom) the magnetic 

behavior of the guest-free {Fe(pz)[Pt(CN)4]} coordination polymer and its clathrates. Taken 

from reference 71. 
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clathrates. The Benzene⊂{Fe(pz)[Pt(CN)4]} clathrate stabilizes the HS state over the 

temperature range 2-340 K (Figure 1.15). Interestingly, after desorption of benzene 

under vacuum, the system maintains the HS state at low temperatures over a period of 

months. In contrast, the CS2⊂{Fe(pz)[Pt(CN)4]}clathrate stabilizes the LS state over the 

temperature range 2-330 K. Above 330 K, the increases because of the release of 

CS2 (Figure 1.15). This different guest response is due to varying interactions of each 

guest with the host framework as illustrated in Figure 1.15, which agree with the 

theoretical calculations.  

On the other hand, examples on encapsulated-guest effect on discrete cage are rarely 

found in the literature. Bilbeisi et al.
85

 studied the encapsulated guest effect on the SCO 

of a [Fe4L4
ImIn

](OTf)8 tetrahedral capsule where L
ImIn

 is an imidazolylimine ligand 

(Figure 1.16). In solid state, the [Fe4L4
ImIn

]
 
capsule exhibits the LS state up to 300 K. 

Higher temperature measurements in the solid state were not possible due to 

instrumental limitations caused by solvent loss. However, it was possible to study the 

SCO behavior in nitromethane solution using variable temperature 
1
H NMR 

spectroscopy. The SCO in the guest-free capsule was observed with T1/2 = 333 K and 

solution thermodynamic parameters of H= 31.6 ±andS= 94.1 ±For the Br⊂ 

[Fe4L4
ImIn

]
 
and the CS2⊂[Fe4L4

ImIn
]

 
encapsulated systems, the SCO from the LS to the 

 

Figure 1.16: Left) representation of the tetrahedral capsule Fe4L4
ImIn

. Right) HS and LS states 

fractions for the Fe(II) centers in the guest-free capsule Fe4L4
ImIn

, in Br⊂[Fe4L4
ImIn

]
 
and in 

CS2⊂[Fe4L4
ImIn

]
 
,
 
as a function of temperature. The data were determined from variable 

temperature 
1
H NMR experiments in nitromethane. Taken from reference 85.
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HS state was shifted to lower temperatures (T1/2 = 328 and 324, respectively) in 

comparison with the guest-free capsule (Figure 1.16). This change in the SCO was 

explained by the geometrical influences of the guest on the capsule which results in 

minor changes to the HS/LS state relative energies. Thus, the distribution of the spin 

state population varies with the size of the guest. The encapsulation of the CS2, a larger 

guest than the Br
-
 ion, causes greater geometrical changes, leading to an increase of the 

HS state population at a given temperature.  

1.6 Influence of Non-Coordinated Anions and Solvents on the SCO 

The SCO depends on the crystal field caused by the ligands, which could be also 

affected by interactions with non-coordinated ions and solvent molecules via hydrogen 

bonding, aromatic ring stackings and van der Waals interactions.  

Lemercier et al.
86

 prepared a series of complexes involving the same [Fe(trim)2]
2+

 

complex cation (Figure 1.17) and varying only the out-of-sphere halide anions, which 

interacts with the imidazole rings of the ligand via hydrogen bonds. The variety of T1/2 

values is impressive, spanning from about 179 K for Cl
-
 to about 380 K for I

-
 (Figure 

1.17). The F
- 

complex does not exhibit any significant SCO. All the complexes are 

isostructural, the only significant change being the nature of the halide ion. The 

differences in the magnetic behavior were explained by the differing inductive effect of 

the anions, which is transmitted to the donor nitrogen atoms through the hydrogen 

bonds involving the imidazole rings. The increase of the basicity of the anion and thus 

the increase of the inductive effect follow the trend F
-
>Cl

-
>Br

-
>I

-
. The highly basic F

-
 

 

Figure 1.17: Left) View of part of hydrogen bond network of the complex [Fe(trim)2]Cl2. 

Right) vs. T plot for [Fe(trim)2]X2 where X = F
-
, Cl

-
, Br

-
 or I

-
. Taken from reference 86. 
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and Cl
-
 ions have stronger inductive effect (stronger H···X hydrogen bond) which 

results in the weakening of the Fe-N bonds and thus stabilizes the HS state. The 

increase of T1/2 follows the trend I
-
>Br

-
>Cl

-
>F

-
 which agrees with above explanation. 

These results have been supported with the theoretical calculations.  

Interactions with non-coordinated solvents can also affect the SCO behavior in dramatic 

ways. One of the best examples of such effect is the series of compounds [Fe(2-

pic)3]Cl2·solv (solv = EtOH, MeOH, H2O, 2H2O).
87

 These compounds were studied by 

means of Mossbauer spectroscopy in order to investigate the effect of the solvents on 

the SCO. The dehydrate sample does not exhibit SCO while the monohydrate sample 

shows SCO with a wide hysteresis (T1/2(↑) = 290 K, T1/2(↓) = 200 K, Figure 1.18). On 

the other hand, the methanolated complex shows only gradual SCO around 160 K. 

Slightly changing the solvate to ethanol, the complex exhibits a more steep transition 

around 120 K (Figure 1.18). The different hydrogen bonding interactions between the 

solvents and the cation are the reason of such a large change in the SCO behavior. This 

shows how the SCO is sensitive to any slight change in the lattice.  

 

Figure 1.18: HS vs T curves for the different solvates of the compound [Fe(2-pic)3]Cl2.Solv 

(Solv = EtOH, MeOH, H2O, 2H2O). Taken from reference 2. 
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1.7 Brief Introduction to Single Moecular Magnets (SMMs) 

Single molecule magnets SMMs are molecular species that display characteristic 

properties of bulk magnetic materials. SMMs can be magnetized by an applied magnetic 

field and then retain their magnetization after removal this field for an appreciable time 

below a certain temperature.
88

 This slow relaxation of the magnetization is the most 

fascinating aspect of SMMs and could be of the root of future applications in 

information storage. The key factor of such compounds is that each molecule in SMM 

compounds exhibits slow-relaxation of the magnetization and thus behaves as a 

molecular nanomagnet.  

In SMMs, the magnetic behavior is governed by the anisotropy (zero-field splitting) 

parameters (D and E) of the spin ground state, which can be written according to the 

following Hamiltonian �̂� = 𝐷𝑆𝑧
2 +  𝐸(Sx

2 − Sy
2), where D and E are the axial and 

rhombic ZFS parameters, respectively. Although most SMMs exhibit a negative D 

value, it is known now that compounds with positive D value can also exhibit SMM 

behavior.
89–93

 

The process of slow relaxation of the magnetization in SMMs can be better illustrated 

using the double-well energy diagram (Figure 1.19). The opposite signs of ± MS states 

are plotted in different wells. When there is no external magnetic field, all the levels 

with equal |MS| are degenerated. Application of an external magnetic field parallel to the 

magnetization axis, yields stabilization of –MS levels and destabilization of +MS levels. 

 

Figure 1.19: Sketch diagram of the double-well and the demonstrating of the magnetization and 

magnetic relaxation processes in a SMM. Taken from reference 88. 
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When the saturation occurs, only the MS = -S level is populated. When the field is 

removed, the system returns to thermal equilibrium through a series of steps. This 

relaxation process depends on the value of the energy barrier Ueff which slows it down. 

The barrier arises from the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy D of the spin ground state, 

according to the expression Ueff = |D|S
2
(Ueff = |D|S

2
-1/4, for half-integer spin). The 

larger the energy barrier is, the longer will be the relaxation. An important manifestation 

of this barrier is a magnetic hysteresis of molecular origin, which was first observed for 

the compound Mn12O12(CH3CO2)16(H2O)4.
94

 There are two specific characteristics for 

SMM that have been described very well; frequency dependence of the imaginary part 

of the magnetic susceptibility under an ac magnetic field and the presence of steps in 

the hysteresis loops due to tunneling effects. The frequency dependence of the 

imaginary component of the susceptibility is usually employed to diagnose the SMM 

behavior, because in many cases it is technically difficult to characterize the hysteresis 

steps.
95

 

The majority of SMM compounds are multinuclear transition metal clusters with a large 

S value. However, theoretical studies showed that the magnitude of D decreases with 

increasing S, implying that the search of new SMMs with large Ueff should not be 

pursued solely in terms of maximizing S.
88

 Recently, a subclass of SMMs emerged a 

side from this group, namely single ion magnets SIMs where only one paramagnetic 

center with large D values is the responsible of the SMM-like behavior. The SIM 

behavior was first observed on lanthanide ions.
96

 However, there are now many 

examples of 3d SIMs including Mn(III), Fe(I), Fe(II) and Co(II) based complexes. The 

latter have been recently reviewed by Craig and Murrie.
97

 In chapter 5, we will describe 

the first example of a SIM based on the [Cr(oxalate)3]
3-

 metal complex, which is 

encapsulated inside the cavity of triple stranded helicates. 

1.8  Metallosupramolecular Chemistry: Triple-Stranded Helicates 

The field of metallo-supramolecular chemistry refers generally to the coordination 

chemistry that studies the molecular structures which interact through non-covalent 

bonds, such as metal coordination, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals 

interactions, electrostatic forces and other weak interactions.
98

 This chemistry branch is 

inspired by Nature and the biological systems, like proteins and enzymes, which depend 

mainly on such kind of interactions for their functionality. Molecular self-assembly is a 
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key concept in such chemistry, where the formation of a thermodynamically favored 

product is guided by means of favored intermolecular interactions.
98

  

Helicates are among the metallo-supramolecular compounds where one or more ligand 

strands wrap around one or more metal ions.
100

 Helicates may be single or multiple 

stranded and may vary in pitch, which is the distance along the helical axis for the 

strands to complete a full turn.
101

 There are several ways to class helicates,
101

 which can 

depend on the number of strands, yielding double-, triple- or quadruple-stranded 

helicate. When the ligand strands are identical, the helicate is called homostranded 

whereas in the opposite case, it is called heterostranded helicate. Homotopic strands are 

those with the same binding pocket type along the length of the ligand. Strands with 

different binding pockets called heterotopic. In heterotopic stranded helicates, the 

orientation of the ligands can be head-to-head or heat-to-tail. The most common 

helicates are homostranded and contain homotopic ligands.  

 

Figure 1.20: The first introduced dinuclear triple-stranded helicates formed from ditopic 

pyridyl-benzimidazole ligand. The helical structure is taken from reference 99. 
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Triple stranded helicates among the most common helicates. In them, three ligands 

wrap around one or more metal ions and they will constitute the focus of the discussion. 

The number of ligand strands able to coordinate to a given metal ion depends on the 

favored coordination number of the metal and the denticity of the ligand. For six 

coordinate metal ions, bidentate ligands will form triple stranded helicates. For 

polynuclear helicates, a suitable linker or spacer between one or more sites of 

coordination should be available. The spacer must exhibit a balance between rigidity 

and flexibility in order to favor the helical twisting around the metal ions. The dinuclear 

helicates is the simplest possible polynuclear helicate, where only a ditopic ligand is 

needed. The first example of a dinuclear triple stranded helicate was introduced by 

Williams et al.
99

 using a ditopic bidentate pyridyl-benzimidazole ligand (Figure 1.20). 

In this structure, the Co(II) ion adopts an octahedral geometry and the ligands wrap 

around the axis connecting both metals in a helical fashion. 

 

Figure 1.21: Illustration of the stereochemistry of both metal ions in dinuclear helicates or 

mesocates.  
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In order to form a helical structure, the stereochemistry around both metal ions must be 

the same (left handed or right handed configurations). Otherwise, the term 

mesocate is used for systems with opposite configuration around the metal ions (Figure 

1.21). In mesocate, the ligands are not quite wrapping around the metal axis. Usually a 

racemic mixture of both possible configurations is found within the lattice (i.e. and 

in the case of dinuclear helicates) (Figure 1.21) except in some cases of 

stereoselectivity where one of the configurations is favored (such as using achiral 

ligand).   

There are many examples of triple-stranded helicates, and this has been reviewed many 

times.
100,101,103–105

 Moreover, since helicates contain a cavity surrounded by the ligand 

strands, some of them serve as host for small species, thus yielding interesting host-

guest systems. Goeta and Kruger
102

 studied the helicate and mesocate formation of a 

series of new bis-amino-2,2`-bipyridine ligands in solution. Although these complexes 

exist in both forms (mesocate and helicate) in DMSO solution, addition of Cl
-
 ions 

stabilizes the triple stranded helicate, and this was explained by the encapsulation of 

these ions inside the helical cavity in the ratio 2:1 (Cl:helicate) (Figure 1.22). This 

encapsulation is stabilized by the hydrogen bonding of the Cl
-
 ions with the NH groups 

 

Figure 1.22: Molecular model of the triple stranded helicate [Fe2(L
ampy

)3Cl2]
2+

 where two 

chloride ions are encapsulated inside the cavity, stabilized by the hydrogen bonding with N-H 

groups. The molecular model is taken from reference 102. 
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of the ligands that are directed to the interior of the cavity (Figure 1.22). This 

encapsulation was proofed by means of 
1
H NMR and Mass spectrometry.  

An interesting study in the formation of helicates or mesocates depending on the nature 

of the encapsulated ion was carried out by Cui et al.
106

 Using a positive charged ligand 

(L
bipy

, see Figure 1.23), a series of triple stranded helicates and mesocates using Fe(II) 

and Cu(II) metal ions was prepared. The triple-stranded cages that encapsulate relatively 

big tetrahedral anions such as ClO4
-
, SO4

-
 and BF4

-
 exhibited a mesocate configuration. 

On the other hand, the cages that encapsulate relatively small anions such as spherical 

Br
-
 or NO3

-
 trigonal planar anions exhibit the helicate configuration around the metal 

ions. This illustrates how sensitive the configuration around the metal ions is to the 

guest encapsulation. Other earlier examples on helicates as a host species and the 

template effect of the encapsulated anions can be found in a review by Abrecht.
104

 

One of the applications of some dinuclear helicates stems from their DNA binding 

ability. The shape and the size of such helicates can sometimes closely mimic the 

dimensions of protein DNA recognition motifs. Hannon research group was involved in 

a novel study of DNA binding using a tetracationic triple-stranded helicate based on a 

bis(pyridylimine) ligand
107

 (Figure 1.24).  

 

Figure 1.23: The formation of triple-stranded helicates or mesocate based on bis-bipyridine 

ligands (L
bipy

) depending on the type and the size of the encapsulate anions. Taken from 

reference 106. 
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Figure 1.24: Design of triple-stranded helicate with potential DNA binding ability. Reproduced 

from reference 107. 

This helicate binds into the major groove of DNA and causes intramolecular DNA 

coiling.
108

 Precise size and shape are the most important factors for such activity more 

than the charge of the helicate. The helicate was found to induce the formation of a 

three-way junction of deoxyribonucleotides with the helicate located in the center of the 

junction.
109

 The helicate drug does not suffer any significant conformational change 

upon binding to DNA. The helicate features two important characteristics that help with 

such binding; the positive charge that is attracted by the negative charge of the DNA, 

and large hydrophobic groups (the aromatic groups) that interact through extensive -

stacking with the thymine and adenine bases at the junction.
110

 

1.9 Bis-Pyrazolylpyridine Ligands 

Through this thesis, two new bis-pyrazolyl-pyridine ligands have been used to prepare 

novel triple stranded helicates. Other bis-pyrazolyl-pyridine ligands have been used 

before to prepare helicates and other high nuclear cages. Figure 1.25 illustrates some of 

these ligands with different types of spacers and linkers. The ligand L
m-py-H 

(Figure 

1.25) consists of three pyridine groups linked by two pyrazole moieties and forming one 
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tridentate and two bidentate binding sites. This ligand was used to prepare a 

heptanuclear helical complex [Co
II

5Fe
III

2(L
m-py-H

)6O6(H2O)6](BF4)4 (Figure 1.26).
111

 The 

complex has a helical structure consisting of six ligand units, two Fe(III) ions and five 

Co(II) ions ions. The helicate here has a core structure in which three Co(II) centers 

form a planar triangular arrangement and are capped above and below the plane by two 

[Fe(III)O3(H2O)3]
3-

 units from which each oxo ligand acts as a bridge between the 

 

Figure 1.25: Bis-pyrazolyl-pyridine ligands used to prepare supramolecular polynuclear cages. 
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Fe(III) and three Co(II) ions. The oxo core is capped by two distant Co(II) ions located 

at the ends of the helical clusters, which have CoN6 coordination environment. The three 

central Co(II) ions have CoN4O2 coordination environments and are coordinated by two 

bidentate ligand binding sites and two oxide ions. The same ligand was used to prepare 

multinuclear iron complexes, [Fe5], [Fe7] and [Fe17]. All these complexes have triple 

stranded helicates structures with pseudo threefold symmetry.
112

 

The ligand L
meth 

(Figure 1.25) has been used to prepare dinuclear Fe(II) triple-stranded 

helicates
113

. The [Fe2(L
meth

)3](BF4)4 helicate was isolated in the solid state and consists 

of three ligands wrapping around both metals in a helical fashion. 
1
H NMR and UV-vis 

studies indicate the presence of mostly triple-stranded helicate in solution.  

The rest of the pyrazolyl-pyridine ligands in Figure 1.25 are parts of the novel work of 

Ward research group. These ligands have been used to prepare different molecular 

cages with metal to ligand ratio 2:3. These cages include M2L3 triple-stranded 

mesocates, M4L6 tetrahedral cages, M8L12 cubic cages and larger M12L18 and M16L24 

cages. Large type cages are not the subject of this thesis and for the interested reader, 

these have been reviewed by Ward himself.
114

  

Ligand L
1,8-naph-OH 

(Figure 1.25) was used to prepare triple stranded mesocate with 

cobalt(II) ions.
115

 The structure consists of a triple stranded complex Co2(L
1,8-naph-OH

)3 

where three ligands span both metal centers. Within each molecule, the two metal 

centers have opposite chirality, which indicates the lack of a helical structure (Figure 

1.21). The complex has 3-fold rotational symmetry with the C3 axis passing through 

 

Figure 1.26: The helical structures [Co
II

5Fe
III

2(L
m-py-H

)6O6(H2O)6]
4-

. The six L
m-py-H

 ligands are 

in different colors and oxygen in red. Reproduced from reference 111. 
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both metal centers. In contrast to helicates, mesocate ligands lack 2-fold symmetry, 

therefore the molecular symmetry is C3 and not D3 as in helicates. 

1.10 Aim and Scope of the Thesis 

The aim of this thesis is the use of supramolecular chemistry tools to tune the SCO 

properties of dinuclear compounds. Host-guest chemistry is of much interest especially 

in discrete cages like dinuclear triple-stranded helicates. The nature of the anions and 

solvent guests can play a major role in the nature of the SCO of such dinuclear Fe(II) 

metal complexes. Another interesting aspect will be the encapsulation of metal 

complexes inside the cavity of another discrete metal complex. This can furnish 

bifunctional host-guest systems. The design of the corresponding ligands is the first 

stage in such supramolecular chemistry program. A bis-bidentate ligand is needed to 

prepare a dinuclear triple-stranded helicate, whereas the FeN6 environment is needed to 

generate SCO behavior of the Fe(II) centers. Thus, bis-prazolyl-pyridine ligand with 

suitable spacer is a good a candidate of such purpose. The additional N-H group of the 

pyrazole ring can arise to interesting host-guest chemistry by encapsulate hydrogen 

acceptor anions. 

Chapter 2 introduces two novel bis-pyrazolyl-pyridine ligands used through this thesis 

and the use of these ligands to prepare host-guest dinuclear triple stranded helicates. 

Chapter 3 contains the SCO behavior of dineclear triple-stranded helicates with 

encapsulated halide ions. The SCO can be tuned by the nature of the anions or the 

solvents to give three stable [HS-HS], [HS-LS] and [LS-LS] states. At low temperature, 

the metastable [HS-HS] and [HS-LS] states can be recovered via LIESST effect. 

Chapter 4 introduces a novel dimerized triple stranded mononuclear helicate. The ligand 

is the same as in chapter 3, but the change in the synthesis procedure yielded different 

supramolecular chemistry. In these dimers, one side of the bis-pyrazole-pyridine ligands 

does not participate in coordination bond and remain free. The dimerization occurs via 

hydrogen bond with the halide anions and the N-H group of the ligands. Chapter 5 

contains a novel triple stranded helicates that encapsulate [M(III)(ox)3]
3-

 (M = Fe and 

Cr; ox = oxalate) inside their cavity. This yields to bifunctional system where the host 

exhibits SCO and LIESST effect and the guest exhibits single molecular magnet SMM-

like behavior. Finally, chapter 6 contains a magneto-structural correlations for the 

compounds in this thesis and similar compounds in the literature.  
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